
SAFB Club Appropriations Spreadsheet Guide 

Dark Green Box: This is where your organization name will be displayed as well as the semester that this allocation is for. Allocations given 

for this semester may not be used any other semester unless you request an extension. Extensions can only extend the funds for one 

semester directly following the intended semester and may not be extended again. 

This is where you will find the initial amount of funds available to your organization which is half of your overall budget. SAFB is 

only allowed to recommend up to 50% of your overall budget unless the organization is newly formed and has not been operating for more 

than 2 semesters. The allotted amount is what SAFB has recommended based on information available to us with the remaining amount 

being the excess available for a 50% recommendation. THIS DOES NOT MEAN YOUR ORGANIZATION WILL ALWAYS RECEIVE A FULL 50% 

RECOMMENDATION! The second Initial, Allotted, Available amount is what is approved by STUCO which can be greater, equal to, or less 

than what SAFB has recommended which is why it is important to have a representative at the STUCO General Body meetings to lobby for 

your organization if you do not agree with the recommendation or any adjusted amounts by STUCO. 

Pink Box: This is where your expected income will be shown as well as your total expected costs. The expected income is extremely 

important for SAFB when considering a recommendation as we use it to determine if we may want to recommend more than what you are 

requesting or when STUCO is wanting to adjust the amount. The total amount is the sum total of ALL your expenses, including restricted 

items. This total is what is used as your overall cost and determines the 50% cap for SAFB. 

Blue Box: This box will show the most important numbers: the requested amount, the SAFB recommendation, and the STUCO approved 

amount. It will also show the total percentage of your overall cost that each number represents. The approved amount is what your 

organization will be given to be used on any of the unrestricted items in your costs (what would be considered your SAFB Categories). 

Orange Box: This is where your budget that you submitted will be detailed out. It is EXTREMELY IMPORTANT that you report ALL your 

expected costs EVEN IF YOU KNOW WE WILL RESTRICT IT. We can only recommend the maximum amount possible ONLY if we know your 

TOTAL costs. Having restricted items is NOT A BAD THING and does not reflect poorly on your organization in any way. 

Lime Green Box: This is where notes about line items will be place including conditional recommendations/approvals for any line items and 

explanation for why a item is marked as restricted. The Student Involvement Business & Fiscal Services Staff Member will place notes about 

approved extensions here as well. 

Red Box: This is a redlined item that is a restricted SAFB funding item for Club Appropriations. This means that you cannot apply your 

approved funds to this item. Consider it a restricted “Category” that no amount of your overall SAFB funds may be applied to. These are still 

important to include in your budget so that we know your total costs and can calculate the maximum recommendation we are allowed to 

give. 

Recommendation & Approval Half: 
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Pink Box: This is where your total approved funds will be shown as approved by the STUCO General Body as well as the total cost of 

purchases made up to this point and how many estimated SAFB funds you have left. 

Orange Box: This is where the Student Involvement Business & Fiscal Services Staff Member will record your purchase descriptions and 

amounts. 

Lime Green Box: This is where the Student Involvement Business & Fiscal Services Staff Member will record notes about purchases as 

needed. 

 

You can find the most up to date spreadsheet for the specific semester by visiting: 

https://safb.mst.edu/previous-allocations/ 

Purchases & Remaining Funds Half: 

https://safb.mst.edu/previous-allocations/

